
Arizona Long Term 
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Electronic Member 
Change Request 
(EMCR) Resources
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Requests to change member information (e.g. 
contractor type, demographics, placement, 
etc.) for members enrolled with a Long Term 
Care Tribal Plan are submitted via the EMCR 
process. Member Change Request Online is 
an internet application that allows for 
electronic submission of change request 
forms to the AHCCCS.  

Here is the link to create an account and 
login:

https://mcr.statemedicaid.us/Account/Login.a
spx?ReturnUrl=%2f
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https://mcr.statemedicaid.us/Account/Login.aspx?ReturnUrl=/
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EXTERNAL MCR Log In
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External eMCR List
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FIND MEMBER 
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Member Demographics Entered
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CREATE eMCR
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PART B eMCR Send to DFSM for the 
following changes ACO-LTC.
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Part B: Send to DFSM the following 
changes. 
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Effective begin and end dates 
must match member’s CA161 or 
eMCR cannot be processed. 
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Select Local Office To Receive eMCR
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Review and Submit eMCR
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CA161 ACO Contract Type:  T
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T

D            1           12             02/18/2016  03/31/2019   123456      03/31/2019

H             1           13             04/01/2019                          123456      04/01/2019
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PART B: Sent to DFSM for the 
following changes.
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CA161 LTC Contract Type:  P
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P

D            1             12               02/18/2016   03/31/2019 123456 03/31/2019  

H            1             13              04/01/2019                                 123456        04/01/2019


